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PoreMS: a software tool for generating silica pore models with user-defined surface
functionalisation and pore dimensions
Hamzeh Krausa, Julia Rybkab, Alexandra Höltzelb, Nicole Trebelb, Ulrich Tallarekb and Niels Hansena

aInstitute of Thermodynamics and Thermal Process Engineering, University of Stuttgart, Stuttgart, Germany; bDepartment of Chemistry, Philipps-
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ABSTRACT
Mass transport under confinement is at the heart of all processes employing functionalised mesoporous
silica materials, such as liquid chromatography, heterogeneous catalysis, and gas adsorption. Molecular
simulation studies of mass transport in such settings require pore models that replicate the geometry,
dimensions, and chemical structure of a surface-functionalised silica mesopore. We present a software
tool that facilitates rapid model building of functionalised silica pores for systematic studies of
confinement effects in various applications of relevant materials. The tool allows to choose the
chemical structure and density of the ligands and to control the residual hydroxylation of the silica
surface. Individual ligands can be placed at a user-defined position on the surface. Moreover, the tool
supports an independent functionalisation of the interior and exterior pore surface. We explain each
step of the pore generation, discuss the underlying assumptions and limitations, and introduce
examples of generated cylindrical pore models for chromatography and catalysis.
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1. Introduction

Mesoporous silica materials are ubiquitous in technical appli-
cations ranging from (gas) adsorption over chromatography
and catalysis to drug delivery [1–8]. Key to a successful design
of technical processes employing such materials is an under-
standing of mass transport in the confined environment, ide-
ally based on molecular-level information about the
composition, structure, and dynamics of the components pre-
sent inside the silica mesopore [9]. These typically include gas
or solvent molecules, solute molecules, and the ligands and
surface atoms of the functionalised or bare silica surface. Mol-
ecular simulations, particularly atomistic molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations, have already been used to elucidate the
mass transport characteristics of different liquid chromato-
graphy modes [10–16] and recently to model catalytic [17–
19] and drug delivery systems [20]. This suggests that molecu-
lar simulations are increasing in importance as an essential
building block in multiscale modelling of heterogeneous cata-
lysis [21] and the selection and development of chromato-
graphic columns [22–25]. The molecular insight gained by
such studies was used, for example, to obtain a unified descrip-
tion of diffusion inside mesoporous and microporous struc-
tures [26], to rationalise the effect of surface chemistry on
olefin metathesis in confined geometries [17], and to provide
fundamental insight into reactive ionic liquid films for sup-
ported ionic liquid phase (SILP) catalysis relevant for electro-
chemical systems or the water-gas shift reaction [27–29].
Moreover, such simulations may be used to generate par-
ameters for coarse-grained models that span significantly

larger length and time scales than models with atomistic resol-
ution [30–32]. It is therefore desirable to further widen the
scope of such simulations by increasing the complexity of
the studied systems.

Confinement effects on fluid structure and mass transport
in silica mesopores are related to the size, geometry, surface
properties and functionalisation of the pore. In molecular
simulation studies, these effects can be investigated indepen-
dent of each other by using pore models that incorporate
only one or two aspects of the relevant properties, as exem-
plified by the standard slit pore model [10,33,34]. In reality,
the effects of size, geometry, and surface functionalisation
are intrinsically coupled. The mesopore shape of sol-gel pro-
cessed silica adsorbents, used in liquid chromatography, is
typically assumed as cylindrical, which also applies to certain
templated ordered mesoporous silicas, such as MCM-41
[35], SBA-15 [36] and KIT-6 [37], used in heterogeneous cat-
alysis. The cylindrical pore shape of SBA-15 and KIT-6 was
confirmed by recent physical reconstructions of these
materials [38,39]. At equal pore width or diameter, the area
available to ligands, solvent, and solute molecules is constant
over the pore width for a planar (slit) geometry, but decreases
towards the pore centre for a cylindrical geometry. Conse-
quently, a curved silica surface influences the properties of
the fluid filling the pore over a wider distance (measured
from the surface) than a planar slit pore [40,41]. The critical
diameter, at which bulk fluid properties cannot be recovered
within the pore, is larger for a cylindrical than a comparable
slit pore [9]. For most pore sizes of interest (≤10 nm), the
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divergence between cylindrical and planar pore geometry is
expected to increase with the degree of surface functionalisa-
tion and the spatial requirements of the ligands. Nevertheless,
molecular simulation studies in cylindrical silica pores with an
explicit surface functionalisation that goes beyond a simple
hydrophobic capping of the surface OH groups are still rare
[17,40,42–45]. The model generation for cylindrical silica
pores without surface functionalisation targets a realistic rep-
resentation of the silica surface, including roughness and
amorphicity, as the focus is on the direct interaction of gas, sol-
vent, and solute molecules with the atoms of the silica surface.
Two different strategies for the generation of computational
models of porous silica materials can be envisioned. The first
starts from a sample of bulk material and drills a pore by
removing atoms. Subsequently dangling bonds need to be
removed or appropriately saturated. The starting bulk material
may be either crystalline [46] or amorphous and can for
example be generated by molecular dynamics [47,48] or
reverse Monte Carlo sampling [49]. The second strategy
attempts to resemble the synthesis process by lattice Monte
Carlo [50–52], kinetic Monte Carlo [53,54] or molecular
dynamics simulations [55]. The different approaches have
been discussed recently by Han et al. [56].

The purpose of functionalised mesoporous silica materials
is to direct the interaction towards the ligands. Therefore,
the pore model generation in this case must emphasise a rea-
listic representation of the surface functionalisation (the chem-
istry, density, and spatial distribution of the ligands) while
preserving the essential properties of the silica surface, mainly
the degree of residual surface hydroxylation (i.e. the amount of
unreacted OH groups on the silica surface). Additionally, the
pore model generation must allow an independent functiona-
lisation of the interior and exterior pore surface to replicate
experimental conditions in certain applications. Moreover,
the pore model generation should enable the study of increas-
ingly complex systems through supporting the inclusion of
non-standard ligands (such as organometallic catalysts), and
finally, foster reproducibility, transferability and extensibility
of molecular simulation studies throughout the scientific com-
munity [57].

This work shows a straightforward way to functionalised
silica pore models that meet the criteria outlined above. We
introduce PoreMS, an open-source Python tool that offers a
seamless workflow from the generation of coordinates to the
input files required for molecular dynamics simulation codes
such as GROMACS [58]. The remainder of the article is organ-
ised as follows. Section 2 describes the main functionality of
the pore generation tool. Section 3 provides and discusses
examples of generated cylindrical pore models for chromato-
graphy and catalysis settings. Further developments are dis-
cussed in the conclusion and outlook. A step-by-step guide
for generating the discussed pore systems is provided in the
Supplementary Material accompanying the present work.

2. Methodology

In the following, the design of the code is outlined along with
some technical aspects of the parallelisation. For a detailed
overview, we refer to the online documentation [59], where

a complete workflow for the generation of a functionalised
pore model is provided, including the generation of functional
groups from scratch. The two pore models presented in Sec-
tion 3 of the present work can be replicated with the Jupyter
notebooks provided in the Supplementary Material. For an
extension of the code basic knowledge of the programming
language Python is advantageous.

2.1. Pore generation

The PoreMS package consists of several independent modules
designed for a specific task, such as building ligand structures
from scratch or carving a pore of specified geometry. A func-
tionalised pore system is generated by executing all modules
sequentially, in the appropriate order for the specific problem.
In this way, the user has insight into all steps, ensuring simple,
individual customisation as well as the possibility to utilise
ready-to-use pore generation classes for specific pore
geometries.

At the core of the package resides the Molecule module
containing functions to place, translate, and rotate atoms in
the three-dimensional space. Based on this module a pattern
class has been devised to construct a crystal lattice consisting
of O and Si atoms. As of version 0.2.0, only the structure of
β-cristobalite SiO2 has been implemented. Simulations in
slit-pore models have proved that the faces of β-cristobalite
SiO2, particularly its (111) face, support the envisioned ligand
density and residual hydroxylation of functionalised and bare
silica materials used in chromatographic columns [10,12–
14,24,25,34,40,41]. Moreover, MD simulations have shown
that non-functionalised, cylindrical pores carved from β-cris-
tobalite SiO2 replicate the relevant properties of the bare silica
surface in liquid chromatography well [9,11]. As shown in Sec-
tion 2.2, carving a cylindrical pore into the crystalline SiO2

block introduces elements of the amorphous silica surface,
such as the presence of different types of silanol groups and
a surface roughness of around 0.1 nm, to the interior pore sur-
face. In the β-cristobalite structure each Si atom together with
its four surrounding O atoms forms a tetrahedron with

aO−Si−O = 2 · 180
p

tan−1
��
2

√
= 109.47◦,

lSi−O = 0.1550 nm.

(1)

Si atoms are placed in a diamond structure with O atoms
located midway between each pair of nearest-neighbour Si
atoms (aSi−O−Si = 180◦). This structure forms the space
group Fd�3m and has two formula units per primitive unit
cell [60–63]. In the present work, the rectangular β-cristobalite
block is generated with edge lengths that are individually
adjustable within step widths of 0.506, 0.877 and 1.240 nm in
x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively, corresponding to the size
of the translationally invariant building block used (see Figure
1), which consists of 12 Si and 24 O atoms. Note that this mini-
mal building block does not correspond to the cubic unit cell
of β-cristobalite containing 8 SiO2 groups, because for reasons
outlined in Section 3 the (111) face was selected as exterior
pore surface in the present work.
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Using the main pattern class as a container, child classes can
be created to build other crystal lattices. Utilising the shape
class, individual geometrical shapes such as cylinder or sphere
can be defined to be carved out from the generated β-cristoba-
lite block. For defining new shape classes, it is required to
determine and implement the mathematical function defining
the intended geometrical shape. This function will be used to
determine the vector perpendicular to any point on the surface
by calculating the cross product of the partial derivative of the
surface function. For example, the surface function Φ of a
cylinder of fixed radius r is given by

F f, z; r
( ) =

r cosf
r sinf

z

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦. (2)

Thus, the normal vector is obtained from

∂F

∂f
× ∂F

∂z

[ ]
f, z; r
( ) =

r cosf
r sinf

0

⎡
⎣

⎤
⎦. (3)

These normal vectors will be used for surface functionalisa-
tion. The position of the centre of geometry as well as the
orientation of the geometrical object with respect to the x-,
y-, and z-directions can be freely defined, which enables differ-
ent drill directions. As of this version, only basic geometrical
shapes, such as cylinder, sphere, and cuboid are implemented.
These predefined shapes can be combined to create an individ-
ual shape. Once defined, the shape is carved out of the lattice
by removing all atoms within its bounds.

The atom removal generates unsaturated Si and O atoms,
resulting in chemically flawed pore surfaces. Reconstruction
of the surface chemistry follows the rules of Coasne et al.
[46]. First unsaturated Si atoms are removed. Additionally,
Si atoms bonded to three dangling O atoms are removed
(together with the three O atoms) as they rarely exist on silica
surfaces [33,64,65]. Depending on the drill direction the sur-
face reconstruction leads to different values of the surface
roughness and circularity of the resulting pore. The resulting
surface has fully saturated Si atoms with a maximum of two
unsaturated O bonds, which will be used as binding sites to
attach ligands to the surface. The computational effort related
to this process is determined by multiple atom–atom searches
for n atoms with an algorithmic expense of O(n2).

The implemented algorithm splits the whole system into
smaller, monosized cubes containing intersecting atoms. A

scan for the bonds of an atom is then performed solely in
the cube containing the atom and its immediate neighbour
cubes, that is, in 27 cubes. Due to fixed bond lengths in the lat-
tice, the number of atoms b in a cube is constant. The number
of atom–atom searches for each cube is thus a constant with
27 · b2 iterations. Therefore, the computational effort for an
entire search scales linearly with the number of cubes C,
O(C). Doubling the β-cristobalite block size in each direction,
for example, only increases the effort eightfold compared to an
unoptimised approach that would increase the effort 64 times.
Furthermore, the search is easily parallelised, because no com-
munication is needed between the subprocesses that each
cover a set of cubes.

Although the search can be parallelised, multiple iterations
are still required for the surface preparation. Also, it is imposs-
ible to ensure that all bonds are found when iteratively deleting
atoms, because all systems are shaped differently. To overcome
these issues the number of iterations was reduced to a single
search of the expense ofO(C) by creating a connectivity matrix
of all lattice atoms prior to pore carving. The result is a diction-
ary that has atoms 1 . . . n as keys and their corresponding value
is a list of bonded atoms 1 . . .m

C =

a1 : a1,1 a1,2 a1,m1

[ ]

a2 : a2,1 a2,2 a2,m2

[ ]
..
. ..

.

an : an,1 an,2 an,mn

[ ]

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
. (4)

In this implementation, pore carving is no longer associated
with physically deleting atoms but with removing binding
partners from the matrix. Surface preparation only considers
the number of bonds remaining in each entry to determine
whether an atom needs to be removed or not, which results
in a computational effort scaling linearly with the number of
atoms, O(n).

Combining all described modules, pore system classes were
implemented to allow an easy generation of pore models for
molecular simulations. In the package version 0.2.0, ready-
to-use functions to generate cylindrical pores as well as slit
pores are available.

2.2. Surface functionalisation

PoreMS generates a list of all Si atoms bonded to unsaturated
O atoms with their corresponding binding partners. The

Figure 1. (Colour online) Building block of β-cristobalite viewed (a) from the xy-plane, (b) from the zy-plane and (c) from the xz-plane. Si and O atoms are coloured
yellow and red, respectively.
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reason to enumerate the Si atoms instead of the O atoms is the
simplicity in determining whether the location represents a
single or a geminal binding site (one or two unsaturated O
atoms, respectively, connected to the Si atom) using the con-
nectivity matrix introduced above. The connectivity matrix
assumes periodic boundary conditions in each direction. If a
solvent reservoir should be attached to the pore, the corre-
sponding periodic boundary conditions are suspended. The
binding sites emerging from this process prior to pore carving
are designated as exterior binding sites. Binding sites generated
as the result of pore carving are designated as interior binding
sites.

Ligands for surface functionalisation may be constructed
using the molecule builder functionality of the PoreMS pack-
age. Alternatively, an existing structure file can be used, for
example in .gro or .pdb format. The recognition of other for-
mats can be easily implemented by the user, by adding alterna-
tive interpreters to the read function of the Molecule
module.

The ligand attachment is divided into multiple steps. To
avoid overlap the radius of a cylinder around the main axis
of the ligand (user-defined by specifying two atoms) is deter-
mined based on the Van-der-Waals radii of the atom types.
Available Si binding sites within this ligand exclusion radius
are found and hydroxylated to prevent future functionalisa-
tions, unless the ligand-radius is scaled to zero, thus maximis-
ing surface coverage but risking ligand–ligand overlap. The
program does not check whether the chosen surface coverage
is realistic; that responsibility lies with the user.

The second step is randomly choosing a Si atom from the
earlier mentioned list of binding sites utilising a uniformly dis-
tributed random number generator. If the chosen binding site
is already occupied, the random selection is repeated. To pre-
vent an infinite loop, a maximal number of retries is specified,
which may also be adjusted. Alternatively, instead of a random
selection, a Cartesian position can be passed on to the method.
In this case, the nearest unoccupied binding site will be chosen.

In case the binding site is unoccupied, the ligand is rotated
so that its main axis and the normal vector of the surface
(determined by the derivative of the surface function at the
geometrical position of the Si atom) are aligned. The exterior
surface is handled similar to the interior surface. At the planar
exterior surface, the normal vector is simply the vector perpen-
dicular to and pointing away from the surface. In case the cho-
sen Si atom represents a geminal binding site no further
functional group can be added. This is how the program
ensures that double occupancy of the same Si atom by ligands
is impossible even with the overlap function turned off. The Si
and O atoms of the binding site are replaced by the respective
atoms from the ligand. In this way, the intramolecular force
field terms governing the connection of the ligand to the fro-
zen lattice atoms can be individually customised for each
ligand type. Consequently, ligand topologies have to be pro-
vided for a single and a geminal binding site. The remaining
dangling O atom of an occupied geminal binding site is satu-
rated with an H atom. In case the mentioned overlap function-
ality is enabled, binding sites within the proximity of the now
occupied one are recursively saturated with H atoms. Because
the OH group is not treated as frozen in the simulations, the

same procedure as for ligands is carried out, that is, lattice
Si–O or O–Si–O units are replaced with single (Si–O–H) or
geminal (H–O–Si–O–H) silanol groups, respectively, and
assigned a specific residue name, such that they can be distin-
guished from the fixed lattice atoms in the generated coordi-
nate file. At the end of the user-specified surface
functionalisation process, the remaining single and geminal
unoccupied binding sites are replaced with single and geminal
silanol groups, respectively, to neutralise the total pore charge
and ensure chemical integrity of the surface.

Optionally, the surface hydroxylation can be reduced prior
to surface functionalisation through siloxane bridge for-
mation. Following a similar approach as Krishna et al. [26],
the program identifies Si-O-Si-O-Si arrangements from
which the middle Si atom was cut out during pore carving.
This arrangement exists in three variations: (1) one dangling
O atom at each of the outer Si atoms; (2) two dangling O
atoms at each of the outer Si atoms; (3) one and two dangling
O atoms at the outer Si atoms. One dangling O atom is
removed from each outer Si atom and a central O atom is
then placed at the geometric mean location of the two removed
O atoms. The resulting siloxane bridge has a Si-O bond length
of 2.69 Å and Si-O-Si angle of 140.9◦, close to the median of
the siloxane bond angle distribution in bulk vitreous silica
[66]. The bond length is larger than a typical Si-O bond due
to the prescribed lattice positions of Si atoms in the β-cristoba-
lite structure, whose distance is 5.07 Å. The exact represen-
tation of siloxane groups is, however, of minor importance
for pore models where the silica surface is covered with rela-
tively bulky functional groups. Reduction of surface hydroxy-
lation is controlled by the user, whereby the maximum
number of siloxane bridges and thus the minimal surface
hydroxylation are limited by the β-cristobalite structure and
the drilling direction. The placement of siloxane bridges is
handled by randomly selecting two Si atoms in accordance
with the distance criterion described above. If the binding
sites are geminal, they are converted to single binding sites,
if the binding sites are single, they are removed from the bind-
ing site list constructed at the beginning. Because the program
package is built for maximal individualisation, siloxane bridges
can be introduced at any step of pore model generation. It is,
however, advisable to execute this step prior to ligand attach-
ment, because finding two unoccupied binding sites fulfilling
the distance criterion is less probable once ligands are attached
to the surface.

If a reservoir is used, the size of the simulation box is
adapted accordingly. The size of the reservoir is measured
from the outermost atoms of the functional groups attached
to the exterior surface. The Cartesian coordinates of the final
pore are provided in .gro and .pdb format, respectively. An
extension to other formats by the user is easily possible, by
defining additional output functions in the Store module.

2.3. Force field parameters

To use the generated pores in actual molecular simulations,
force-field parameters have to be provided by the user. If, for
example, GROMACS is used as MD engine, itp files have to
be defined for every species. The molecules may be
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parametrised externally (for uncommon ligands such as orga-
nometallic catalysts) or with the molecule builder that is part of
PoreMS. The latter generates job files for the Antechamber
topology builder [67]. Only for Si, O and H atoms belonging
to the silica lattice or the surface silanol groups, respectively,
the force-field parameters are provided by PoreMS and are
taken from the work of Gulmen and Thompson [68]. Alterna-
tive force-field parameters [69] may then be assigned on the
topology level. The compatibility of force-field parameters
for different functional groups has to be ensured by the user.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Pore model for reversed-phase liquid
chromatography

A pore model for high-performance liquid chromatography
aims to replicate the conditions inside a chromatographic col-
umn. The column is a fixed bed containing two types of pores,
macropores for advective (flow-driven) transport and meso-
pores for diffusive transport. This type of architecture is
realised by dense packings of μm-sized, mesoporous, spherical
silica particles or by macroporous silica monoliths with meso-
porous skeletons. Silica particles are functionalised before
being packed into a column, whereas silica monoliths are
fully formed prior to surface functionalisation. In reversed-
phase liquid chromatography (RPLC), the most widely used
separation mode today, compounds of low-to-moderate
polarity are separated between a hydrophobic stationary
phase and an aqueous–organic mobile phase. The stationary
phase is the silica structure bearing the bonded phase, which
consists of the main ligand and eventually endcapping groups.
RPLC ligands are typically unbranched alkyl chains of defined
length. The ligands are covalently attached to reactive groups
at the silica surface, which are present inside the mesopores
as well as at the outside of a silica particle or skeleton. Conse-
quently, ligands line the macropores as well as the mesopores.
Surface functionalisation with the main ligand is usually fol-
lowed by endcapping, a process in which short, voluminous,
hydrophobic groups are attached to previously unreacted sur-
face OH groups to reduce as well as shield the residual
hydroxylation of the silica surface. Compounds are separated
according to their differential interaction with the chromato-
graphic interface, which forms when the column is equili-
brated with the liquid mobile phase prior to sample
injection. At the instrumental level, column equilibration
refers to pumping the mobile phase through the column
until the composition of the effluent liquid matches the com-
position of the influent liquid. At the molecular level, column
equilibration refers to the interaction between the stationary
phase and the solvent molecules of the mobile phase. Solvent
molecules penetrate the bonded phase, solvating the ligands,
and coordinate the residual OH groups of the silica surface.
The most important process occurring during column equili-
bration in RPLC is the formation of an organic-solvent rich
layer at the interface between the alkyl chain ends and the
bulk mobile phase. This layer forms a transition between the
hydrophobic ligands and the aqueous–organic fluid that
strives to preserve its hydrogen-bonding structure.

In the pore model, the two surfaces of the silica block per-
pendicular to the pore axis and facing the solvent reservoirs
represent the exterior of a mesoporous particle or skeleton.
At the nm-scale of the cylindrical pore, the exterior of the
μm-sized particle or skeleton is approximately flat. Relevant
chemical parameters to replicate an RPLC mesopore are the
ligand chemistry, which comprises the chemical structure of
the ligand and the type of bonding to the silica surface, the
ligand density, presence and extent of endcapping, the chem-
istry of the underlying silica surface and its degree of residual
hydroxylation, and the pore diameter. The generated pore
model (Figure 2) targets an average commercial RPLC column
for the separation of low-molecular-weight compounds. Such
a column typically features dimethyloctadecylsilyl (C18) chains
attached via a single bond to the silica surface at a ligand den-
sity of �3mmolm−2 plus endcapping with trimethylsilyl
(TMS) groups at an overall bonded-phase coverage of
�50%. Chromatographic silica is amorphous with an average
surface hydroxylation of 7–8mmolm−2 before functionalisa-
tion and a residual surface hydroxylation of �4mmolm−2

after functionalisation and endcapping. The surface chemistry
comprises OH groups in form of single (isolated or vicinal)
and geminal silanols as well as siloxane bridges. Chromato-
graphic silica is known for its disordered pore structure and
wide pore size distribution. Average pore diameters of 9–10
nm are fairly standard for RPLC columns intended for small
molecules [22,23].

Figure 2 shows the cylindrical RPLC mesopore model gen-
erated with PoreMS using parameters to replicate the con-
ditions inside a standard RPLC column as outlined above.
The input parameters are given in Table 1, the properties of
the generated pore model are listed in detail in Table 2.
The first set of parameters concerns the dimensions of the
silica block, the targeted pore diameter, the drilling direction,
and the length of the solvent reservoirs at each side of the
silica block. The dimensions of the silica block were chosen
to obtain sufficiently large interior and exterior pore surface
areas required to produce good statistics for analysing den-
sity, structure, and dynamics of solvent and solute molecules
at the liquid–solid interface inside the mesopore (curved) or
at the particle outside (planar). The pore diameter was set
to 9 nm and the drilling direction was chosen along the z-
axis so that the (111) face of β-cristobalite SiO2, which
owing to its surface hydroxylation has become the standard
model for chromatographic silica surfaces [10,33], faces the
solvent reservoirs. The choice of drilling direction determines
the maximal surface hydroxylation and thus provides options
to realise different combinations of ligand density, endcap-
ping, and residual hydroxylation on the pore surfaces. Inci-
dentally, drilling along the z-direction also produces the
smoothest interior surface (minimal surface roughness).
However, the effects are rather weak. In a 3 nm cylindrical
pore, the surface roughness is 0.11, 0.07, and 0.08 nm, when
drilling in x-, y-, and z-direction, respectively, and the maxi-
mum possible surface hydroxylation is 9.12, 9.35, and 8.83
mmolm−2. In a 9 nm cylindrical pore, the surface roughness
is 0.11, 0.09, and 0.08 nm and the maximum possible surface
hydroxylation is 9.50, 9.75, and 9.24mmolm−2. The
equations used to calculate these properties are reported in
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the Appendix. The solvent reservoirs need to be long enough
to observe and sample a statistically relevant stretch of bulk
behaviour of the liquid mobile phase, that is, the extension
of the organic-solvent rich layer has to be taken into account.
The specific length required depends on the system studied
(the properties of the functionalised silica as well as of the sol-
vent mixture). The solvent reservoir length chosen for this
example was informed by prior MD simulation studies
using a slit-pore model of C18 functionalised silica equili-
brated with water–acetonitrile mixtures [24,25]. The chosen
length should suffice for modelling bonded phases of similar
or shorter chain length than C18 and common aqueous–
organic mobile phases.

The second set of parameters concerns the functionalisation
and hydroxylation of the silica surface. The chosen drilling
direction dictates that the exterior surface bears mostly single
silanols; the rare geminal silanols are located at the rim to the

pore entrance. Pore carving yields an interior surface with a
higher percentage of geminal silanols than found outside. Con-
sequently, the interior surface hydroxylation after carving is

Figure 2. (Colour online) Cylindrical RPLC mesopore model generated with PoreMS using the input parameters given in Table 1. (a) Side view of the simulation box
indicating the length of the central silica block and the solvent reservoirs. (b) and (c) Front and side view, respectively, of the pierced silica block containing the 9 nm
diameter pore. The chemistry of the exterior surface is based on the (111) face of β-cristobalite silica. Exterior planar and interior curved surface are covered with the
bonded phase consisting of C18 chains as the main ligand and TMS groups for endcapping. Bonded-phase groups are randomly distributed on the silica surface. Ligand
and endcapping densities, residual surface hydroxylation, and further details are specified in Table 2. Colour code: Si, yellow lines; O, red lines; C18 chains, blue; TMS
groups, magenta; residual surface silanol groups, yellow.

Table 1. Input parameters used to generate the RPLC mesopore model.

Interior Exterior

Target silica block xyz-dimensions (nm) 16.0; 16.0; 10.0
Pore drilling direction z
Target pore diameter (nm) 9.0
Solvent reservoir z-dimension (nm) 5.5
Target surface hydroxylationa (mmolm−2) 7.82 7.82
Siloxane bridges Yes No
Main ligand C18 C18
Target ligand density (mmolm−2) 2.91 2.91
Endcapping with TMS groups Yes Yes
Target TMS densityb (mmolm−2) 0.70 0.71
aInstant hydroxylation of interior and exterior surfaces after pore carving is indi-
cated to the user in the program.bChosen such that a target bonded-phase cov-
erage of 46% after siloxane bridge formation was achieved.

Table 2. Properties of the generated cylindrical RPLC mesopore model.

Interior Exterior

Silica block xyz-dimensions (nm) 16.19; 15.79; 10.08
Pore drilling direction z
Pore diameter (nm) 9.01
Surface roughnessa (nm) 0.08 0.00
Solvent reservoir z-dimension (nm) 5.50
Simulation box xyz-dimensions (nm) 16.19; 15.79; 21.08
Inner pore volumeb (nm3) 642.97
Solvent reservoir volume (nm3) 2× 1406.02
Surface areab (nm2) 285.32 2× 191.88
Surface chemistry before functionalisation
Number of single silanol groups 1054 1700
Number of geminal silanol groups 145 53
Number of siloxane bridgesc 122 0
Total number of OH groups 1344 1806
Overall hydroxylation (mmolm−2) 7.82 7.82

Surface chemistry after functionalisationd

Number of C18 chains 500 672
C18 density (mmolm−2) 2.91 2.91
Number of TMS groups 121 163
TMS density (mmolm−2) 0.70 0.71
Bonded-phase density (mmolm−2) 3.61 3.61
Number of residual OH groups 723 971
Residual hydroxylation (mmolm−2) 4.21 4.20

Generation timee (s) 33.5
aCalculated as the standard deviation of the shortest distances between the cen-
tral pore axis and the surface Si atoms, see Appendix.bCalculated using the
actual pore size in z-dimension from line 1 and the actual pore diameter
from line 3, see Appendix.cFor the chosen drilling direction, pore diameter,
and silica block size the maximum possible number of siloxane bridges on
the interior and exterior surface is 584 and 742, respectively.dBinding sites in
form of single or geminal silanol groups are equally targeted for bonded-
phase coverage in the random selection process.eOn 8 cores.
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higher than at the exterior surface. The user has different
options to arrive at a comparable residual hydroxylation of
the interior and exterior surface while maintaining an identical
main ligand density inside and outside: (i) increase the inside
endcapping density to reach an identical bonded-phase cover-
age inside and outside and thus an identical residual surface
hydroxylation, (ii) reduce the interior surface hydroxylation
prior to surface functionalisation through siloxane bridge
building, and (iii) use a combination of siloxane bridge build-
ing and endcapping density increase. In the present example,
we selected the second option and introduced siloxane bridges
on the interior surface to match its hydroxylation to that of the
exterior surface after carving (7.82mmolm−2). For the bonded
phase, we chose C18 as the main ligand at a density of
2.91mmolm−2 and aimed for an overall coverage of 46%
with respect to the total number of OH groups. These values
translate to an endcapping density of 0.70–0.71mmolm−2

and a residual surface hydroxylation of 4.20–4.21 mmolm−2.
Generation of the cylindrical RPLC mesopore model took
33.5 s on eight cores.

3.2. Pore model for molecular heterogeneous catalysis

The pore model to study confinement effects in molecular het-
erogeneous catalysis aims to capture the size, the dominant
geometry (cylinder), and the surface chemistry of typical
ordered mesoporous silica materials, such as MCM [70] or
SBA silica [36,71]. The pore model targets the experimental
concept of pore-size selective immobilisation of a well-
defined organometallic catalyst present on the interior, but
not the exterior surface of a pore, as used recently to study
olefin metathesis in confined geometries [17]. Experimentally,
this selective immobilisation is achieved in a multi-step pro-
cess, in which the interior pore surface is blocked by filling
the mesopores with a polymer, then the exterior particle sur-
face passivated by endcapping with TMS groups, and finally
the interior pore surface unblocked again through polymer
removal by Soxhlet extraction with ethanol [17,72]. This pro-
cedure forces the catalyst to attach to the interior pore surface,
as reactive groups at the particle outside are unavailable or
inaccessible. Optionally, the interior pore surface can be
further modified with dimethoxydimethylsilyl (DMDMS)
groups to decrease the surface polarity and thus the polarity
difference at the solid–liquid interface for working with the
apolar solvents used in heterogeneous catalysis, such as ben-
zene in the present example. Coverage of the interior pore sur-
face with DMDMS groups also prevents that substrate and
product molecules with polar groups can form hydrogen
bonds to residual surface OH groups, which would lead to
the enrichment of substrate and product molecules at the silica
surface. Local enrichment close to the catalytic centre is highly
undesirable as it carries the risk of oligomerisation (substrate)
and ring opening (product). The chemical structures of the
three surface functionalisations are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Functionalisation at the interior (a,b) and exterior surface (c) of the gen-
erated cylindrical silica pore model for heterogeneous catalysis. (a) Ruthenium
catalyst, (b) dimethoxydimethylsilyl (DMDMS) group, (c) trimethylsilyl (TMS)
group.

Figure 4. (Colour online) Cylindrical catalytic mesopore model generated with PoreMS using the input parameters given in Table 3. (a) Side view of the simulation box
indicating the length of the central silica block and the solvent reservoirs. (b) and (c) Front and side view, respectively, of the pierced silica block containing the 4.8 nm
pore. The chemistry of the exterior surface is based on the (111) face of β-cristobalite silica. The exterior planar and interior curved surfaces are covered with randomly
distributed TMS and DMDMS groups, respectively. Two organometallic catalyst groups are attached to the interior surface in point symmetry with respect to the pore
centre. The densities of all surface groups and further details are specified in Table 4. Colour code: Si atoms, yellow line; O atoms, red line; DMDMS groups, blue; TMS
groups, magenta; catalyst, purple; residual surface silanol groups, yellow.
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Figure 4 shows the cylindrical catalytic pore model of
4.8 nm diameter, generated with PoreMS using the par-
ameters to replicate previous work [17]. The input par-
ameters are given in Table 3, the properties of the
generated pore model are listed in detail in Table 4. Con-
trary to the RPLC pore model, siloxane bridges were not
introduced to the catalytic pore model. Endcapping with
TMS groups were applied to the exterior surface, while
the interior surface was functionalised with DMDMS
groups. Additionally, two Ru-based catalyst groups were
attached to the interior surface in point symmetry with
respect to the centre of geometry of the pore. The hydroxy-
lation of the interior surface prior to functionalisation
(8.84mmolm−2) recovers typical values assigned to amor-
phous silica [63–65]. One goal of functionalisation was to
create a largely apolar surface. The bulky DMDMS groups
attached at a density of 5.54mmolm−2 effectively screen
the residual OH groups on the silica surface

(3.29mmolm−2) from access by solvent or solute molecules.
The same effect is obtained on the exterior surface covered
by TMS groups at a density of 4.47mmolm−2, resulting in
a residual hydroxylation of 3.91mmolm−2. The catalyst
density of 0.02mmolm−2 was chosen 4 to 5 times higher
than in the experiment [17] to improve the statistical
sampling in the simulation. In the experiment, a lower cat-
alyst density was used to guard against interaction between
reacting substrate molecules close to a catalyst group as well
as between the catalyst groups themselves, as contrary to
the pore model, a uniform spatial distribution could not
be guaranteed. Generation of the cylindrical catalytic meso-
pore model took 8.2 s on eight cores.

4. Conclusion and outlook

We introduced the open source software tool PoreMS to
facilitate rapid model building of functionalised silica
pores for Monte Carlo or molecular dynamics simulation
studies of confinement effects in applications relying on
functionalised mesoporous silica. The capability of PoreMS
was demonstrated by the generation of explicit cylindrical
pore models for reversed-phase liquid chromatography
and molecular heterogeneous catalysis. In experimental
practice, the actual surface chemistry of functionalised
mesoporous silica depends on various aspects of the sample
preparation and its details are not known with high accu-
racy. Therefore, we designed a modular program structure
that allows high flexibility in carrying out different steps
of the pore generation as well as individual customisation
of ligands. Moreover, the short generation time of a few
seconds allows for an iterative fine-tuning towards a pore
model that is both computationally tractable and represen-
tative of a targeted surface chemistry. The introduction of
PoreMS should stimulate systematic molecular simulations
research on confinement effects in functionalised cylindrical
silica pores, as at present experimental advances relying on
functionalised mesoporous silica materials are still largely
empirically driven due to the lack of molecular-level infor-
mation. Further development of PoreMS could address the
implementation of alternative bulk silica structures.
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Table 3. Input parameters used to generate the catalytic mesopore model.

Interior Exterior

Target silica block xyz-dimensions (nm) 8.0; 8.0; 10.0
Pore drilling direction z
Target pore diameter (nm) 4.8
Solvent reservoir z-dimension (nm) 5.5
Target Surface hydroxylationa (mmolm−2) n/a n/a
Siloxane bridges No No
Symmetry of catalyst moleculesb Point
Number of catalyst groups 2 0
Main ligand DMDMS
Target ligand density (mmolm−2) 5.54
Endcapping with TMS groups No Yes
TMS ligand density (mmolm−2) 0.00 4.48
aGenerates the maximum possible surface hydroxylation.bThe second possibility
currently implemented is mirror symmetry. These two options can be applied to
both cylinder and slit pores.

Table 4. Properties of the generated cylindrical catalytic mesopore model.

Interior Exterior

Silica block xyz-dimensions (nm) 8.10; 7.89; 10.08
Pore drilling direction z
Pore diameter (nm) 4.80
Surface roughnessa (nm) 0.08 0.00
Solvent reservoir z-dimension (nm) 5.50
Simulation box xyz-dimensions (nm) 8.10; 7.89; 21.08
Pore volume (nm3) 182.66
Solvent reservoir volume (nm3) 2× 351.43
Surface area (nm2) 152.07 2× 45.77
Surface chemistry before functionalisation
Number of single silanol groups 690 394
Number of geminal silanol groups 60 34
Number of siloxane bridges 0 0
Total number of OH groups 810 462
Overall hydroxylation (mmolm−2) 8.85 8.38

Surface chemistry after functionalisation
Number of catalyst groups 2 0
Catalyst density (mmolm−2) 0.02 0
Number of DMDMS groups 507 0
DMDMS density (mmolm−2) 5.54 0
Number of TMS groups 0 246
TMS density (mmolm−2) 0 4.47
Bonded-phase density (mmolm−2) 5.56 4.47
Number of residual OH groups 301 216
Residual hydroxylation (mmolm−2) 3.29 3.91

Generation timeb (s) 8.2
aCalculated as the standard deviation of the shortest distances between the cen-
tral pore axis and the surface Si atoms.bOn 8 cores.
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Appendix

The pore diameter is obtained as

d = 2
M

∑M
i=1

si 1)

where si denotes the shortest distance between a surface Si atom
i = 1, . . . , M and the central axis of the pore. The pore surface roughness
is calculated as standard deviation of these distances,

Rs =
������������������
1
M

∑M
i=1

si − d
2

∥∥∥∥
∥∥∥∥
2

√√√√ . 2)

The interior pore volume is calculated as

Vp = p

4
d2 · l 3)

where l denotes the length of the pore. The interior surface area is
obtained from

As,int = p · d · l 4)

while the exterior surface is calculated as

As,ext = x · y− p

4
d2 5)

where x and y denote the dimensions of the silica block in the respective
directions.
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